Henderson Speaks Support Opportunities
CHOOSE YOUR LEVEL OF SUPPORT
Henderson Historical Society offers a wide variety of sponsor
recognition opportunities from print to social media. Looking for
other types of exposure? Just ask, we’re happy to work with you.

SUPPORT OPPORTUNITIES

Patron

Benefactor

Supporter

Friend

Support Level

$7,000

$3,500

$1,750

$1,000

Availability

1

6

8

20















Present HHS Speaks Series



Sponsor HHS Speaks Lecture





Co-Sponsor HHS Speaks Lecture
Sponsor a Project:
History Makers, Walking Tours,



or Henderson, Nevada-Then & Now)

Logo on Website Header



Logo on Website with Link



E-blast Article about Company



Logo on Fliers and Posters







VIP Tickets

12

6

4

Facebook Postings





If you have a story that “speaks to you,”
help bring Henderson’s past to life by
contacting Rick Watson at:
rick.w@HendersonHistoricalSociety.org
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“Remembering our history——inspiring our future”

Corporate Sponsorship Guide
HELP SHAPE HENDERSON’S LEGACY
w ww. HE N DE R SO NHI STO R I C ALSO C I E TY.org
121 South Water Street | Henderson, NV 89015 | 702-568-1088
Henderson, Nevada Historical Society is a non-profi t 501( c )(3) corporation

A Message from Our Board President

LOU LAPORTA

W

hen our City of Henderson celebrated
a milestone 50th anniversary and
shared the stories of the past, many
residents and visitors alike wanted to know
more about the history of this great desert city.
Henderson started as Federal enclave town and
plant with more than 10,000 people residing in the town site then
known by its secret code name, as Plancor 201H. Employment was at
the Basic Magnesium Plant and the focus was on supporting the war
effort by producing magnesium for aircraft and armaments during
World War II.
When the war ended and the plant ceased production the town site
should have been abandoned but people liked living here and wanted
to stay so many of these “pioneering” families were instrumental in
seeing to the transition of Plancor 201H to what we now know as the
City of Henderson.
We know that people of all ages are curious and passionate and want
to know about the historical past. These “history buffs” are visionaries
who help us see where we are going by remembering where we
came from.
The purpose of the Henderson Historical Society is to encourage and
foster public awareness and pride in the City of Henderson and to
preserve the stories of the past. The Society will do its part to help the
City pass on our heritage to future generations by preserving historical
places, events, and oral stories — because we must remember the
historical past to grasp the future.
Sincerely,
Lou La Porta

Your Donations at Work
As an online organization, the
HHS provides a place to tell the
stories that shaped Henderson.
Local residents present and past
are encouraged to share their
stories in words and pictures
through our website and public
events.

Community outreach projects
such as Do You Remember? and
Walking Tours explore and
uncover Henderson’s history
on foot, locating landmarks and
revealing the layers of history that
make up the fabric of the city. They
are all a part of our Henderson,
Nevada–Then and Now series.

Projects
Do You Remember?
History Makers
Walking Tours

This ongoing project gathers stories
from early Henderson residents (1942
to the 1980s) to preserve the history
of the area. Henderson Speaks involves
schools, museum staff, library staff and
community volunteers in gathering and
recording the stories of Henderson’s
older residents before they are lost
forever.
Supported by our Membership and
Sponsors, the HHS provides a unique
opportunity to discover the remarkable
history of Henderson and the city’s
contribution to the growth
and development of Nevada.

Henderson, Nevada–
Then and Now

PROGRAMS, PROJECTS & OTHER RESOURCES

W

hile much of the work and research the HHS is doing comes from
volunteers, interns and board members willing to roll up their
sleeves, we recognize the need to obtain great assistance from
outside professional sources. Whether this is through the building of our
website and marketing materials, our desire is to run the HHS as a non-profit
with business experience in step with the times. Sponsor dollars not only
support the projects we develop but the resources required to ensure we are
able to produce them with great success, thereby fulfilling our mission.

